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ABSTRACT 
The characterization of all linear operators on matrices which preserve the 
decomposable numerical radius under a mild condition is obtained. The result is a 
refinement of Marcus and Filippenko’s determination of all linear operators preserving 
the decomposable numerical range. 
1, INTRODUCTION 
Let n and m be positive integers, 1~ m d n; denote by Q= n the vector 
space of complex n-tuples with standard inner product (. , -), and by C ,,1 X,, 
(a= nXn) the vector space of all m X n (n X n) complex matrices. For A E 
02 nXn, define the mth decomposable numerical range of A to be the set 
W:(A)= (detX*AX(XEC..,,detX*X=l} 
in the complex plane, and the mth decomposable numerical radius to be the 
quantity 
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When m = 1, Wr” (A) and rr” (A) are simply the classical numerical range 
and the classical numerical radius of A respectively, i.e., 
W:(A)= {(Av,v)~~~~“, Il~ll=l}, 
Marcus and Filippenko [3] mentioned that the mth decomposable numerical 
range may be considered in the context of the mth exterior space over C “, 
denoted by A;lC “. The standard inner product in QZn induces an inner 
product in A;lC “, given on decomposable symmetrized tensors 
n1 
uA = u1 A *. * A u,, v=v,A ..’ AV,EAC" 
(uA\, v”) =det[(u. ty'j)]' 
The Grassmannian manifold G,(@ “) is the set of unit length decomposable 
symmetrized tensors in Aye “: 
G,(Q=")= (v++v”1/=1]~ 
Then one of the formulations of W,l\ (A) is 
Wn’i’(A)= [(C,(A)v”,o”)lv”~G,(C”)): (1) 
where A E c R Xn, and C,(A) denotes the mth compound of A. Denoting by 
%‘, the multiplicative group of n X n unitary matrices, W,,?(A) can be 
formulated as 
W/(A)= {detU*AU[aIa]]UE%!,} (2) 
for any (YE Q,,,,,, the set of all strictly increasing sequences of m integers 
chosen from (1,. . . , n }. By the Schur triangularization theorem, W;(A) 
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contains all products of m eigenvalues of A and 
W;(U*AU)=W;(A) forall WE@/,. 
In [6] Pellegrini characterized those linear operators which preserve the 
classical numerical range on a Banach algebra. Marcus and Filippenko 
generalized the result of Pellegrini in matrix version. In fact they have proved 
the following result. 
THEOREM 1 [3]. Let l<m<n. A linear operator T:C,X,-+C,X, 
satisfies 
Wnt(T(A)) =W,^(A) forall AEC,,~~ 
if and only if there exist a unitay matrix U E @ nXn and a complex m th root 
of unity 5 such that either 
(i) T(A) = @*AU for all A E CnXn, or 
(ii) T(A) = .$J*ATU for all A E Cnxn. 
The purpose of the present paper is to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let l< m < n. A linear operator T:C,,, -+ CnXn satis- 
fies 
(4 rk(T(A)) =rJ(A) forall AEC,~,, and 
@) W,^(T(Z,)) = W,^(Z,) 
if and only if there exist a unitay matrix U E C n Xn and a complex m th root 
of unity [ such that either 
(i) T(A)=[U*AU forall A=Cnxn, or 
(ii) T(A) = @J*ATU for all A EC,,,. 
Forthecasem=n,wehaveW”A(A)={detA}andr,/‘(A)=(detAJfor 
all AEC~._. By a result of Marcus and Moyls [4], the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) A linear operator T:CnX, -+ C,,, satisfies W,,” (T(A)) = W,,“(A) for all 
AEC*xn* 
(b) A linear operator T: @ n Xn 4 C n x n satisfies W,,” (T( I,)) = W,,” (I,) and 
r$(T(A)) = rnA(A) for all A EC,,,. 
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(c) There exist nonsingular U, V E Cn Xn such that det( UV) = 1 and T has 
the form 
(i) T(A) = UAV for all AE@*~~, or 
(ii) T(A) = UATV for all AEC,~,,. 
We also remark that the result of Marcus and Filippenko follows from 
Theorem 2 immediately. 
2. SOME LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1 [l]. ZfT:C,,,-+C,,, is a linear operator such that T( R “,) 
= R,, where 1~ m I n and R m is the set of those matrices A E C n x n such 
that m q rank A f n, then there exist nonsingular matrices U, V E C nxn 
such that either 
(i) T(A)=UAV firall AEQ=“~,,,o~ 
(ii) T(A) = UATV fo7all AEC,~,,. 
LEMMAS [7]. Zf2:A;“C” -+ A;lCn is linear-and (9x”, x^)= 0 forall 
x A E G,(C”), then Y = 0. 
LEMMAS. Let I<m<nandletAEC,,.,,. Then 
(a) r:(A)=0 ifandonlyif rankA<m. 
(b) Wl (A) = {l} if and only if there exists an m th root of unity [ such 
that A = .$I,. 
Proof. Part (a) follows from Lemma 2 immediately. The proof of (b) is 
contained in [3]. n 
Let % be the cone of all n X n p. s.d. matrices. 
LEMMA‘i[g]. JktT:~nx,,+Q:,x, be a linear operator. Then T( ‘3 ) = V 
if and only if there exists a nonsingular matrix X E C n x n such that either 
(i) T(A) = X*AX fmall AEC,~“, or 
(ii) T(A) = X*ATX forall AEC=,~~. 
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3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Proof of Theorem 2. The conditions are clearly sufficient. 
Case 1: l<m<n. Since r$(T(A))= r:(A) for all A EC~~~, 
T(R,) c R, by Lemma 3(a). It follows immediately from Lemma 1 that 
there exist nonsingular U, V E C n X n such that either (i) T(A) = VA U for all 
AECnxn or (ii) T(A)=VArU for all A ECUS,,. Since W,^(T(Z,))= 
W”: (I,) = {I}, we conclude that V = [U ‘, where [ is an mth root of unity 
by Lemma 3(b). Let Vi, V, E en such that U = U,SV,, where S = 
diag(s, ,..., s,)and si ,..., 
for all j = 1,. . . , n. Then 
s, are the singular values of U with si > si >, ss > 0 
r,^(U,*A,U)=r;(A)=r,h(T(A))=r,h(@-’AU) 
= r,^ (U-‘AU) = r,^ (V,*S-‘U,*AU,SV) 
= r,^(S-‘U,*AU,S) 
As A runs over C,,,, Ur*AU, also runs over CnXn. Hence r,:(S-‘AS)= 
r”,‘(A) for all A EC,,,. Set 
Then 1~ r:(A) d r:(C,(A)) = 1 as C,,(A) E @ 
(zl)’ 
i.e. r,:(A) = 1. On the 
other hand 
S-‘AS= (.i;;l s;dszj.Z._,. 
If U is not a scalar multiple of a unitary matrix, i.e., sr > ss, the submatrix 
S-‘AS[l,B ]1,2] is not normal and has eigenvalues 1 and - 1. By the 
well-known elliptic range theorem (e.g. see [5]), there exists W E as such 
that 
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where 6 > 0. By (2) 
=1+s 
>l=r;(A), 
contradicting the fact that r,^ (S- ‘AS) = T,^ (A) for all A E @ n X ,,.Then 
(i) T(A) = @-‘AU= &s;~V~U~)A(S$J~V~) = ~V~U~AU;V, for all A 
EC nxn, or 
(ii) T(A) = [V~U;CArU,V, for all A E CnXn, 
where U,V, is unitary. 
Case 2: m = 1. By Lemma 3(b) we have T(Z,) = I,. It then suffices to 
show that T(V) = 9, and by Lemma 4 the result follows immediately. For 
any nonzero p.s.d. A E CnXn, let 0 < Xi < . . - A, be the eigenvalues of D. 
Then W:(D) = [X,, h,] and W~A(eieD+XZ,)={eiez+X~hl~z~X~}, 
where A E C. By the separation theorem (e.g. see [8, p. 581) for any bounded 
closed convex subset K of C, if y ~6 K, then there exists p E C such that 
]z-p]<]y-p) for all ZEK. Suppose ~EW~(T(D))\W:(D). Since 
W,” (0) = [X 1, h ,,I, which is clearly a bounded closed convex set in C, there 
exists p E C such that ]z - ~1 < ]y - ZJ] for all z E W:(D). This means that 
which contradicts our assumption that T preserves numerical radius. Hence 
we conclude that W1” (T( D)) c W,“(D) c R +, and then T(D) is p.s.d. by 
the fact that W,^(A)cR + if and only if A is p. s.d. (this fact can be 
deduced from Lemma 2). This means that T(v) c 9. On the other hand, 
r:(T-‘(A)) = r:(A) for all A EC,,, [by Lemma 3(a), T-r exists], and 
T_‘(Z,) = I,. By repeating the preceding argument, we conclude that 
T-‘(V) c V. Together with T(F) c 9, we have T(V) = 9. This completes 
the proof. n 
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